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Abstract
Answer selection is an important subtask
of community question answering (CQA).
In a real-world CQA forum, a question
is often represented as two parts: a subject that summarizes the main points of
the question, and a body that elaborates on
the subject in detail. Previous researches
on answer selection usually ignored the
difference between these two parts and
concatenated them as the question representation. In this paper, we propose the
Question Condensing Networks (QCN) to
make use of the subject-body relationship
of community questions. In this model,
the question subject is the primary part of
the question representation, and the question body information is aggregated based
on similarity and disparity with the question subject. Experimental results show
that QCN outperforms all existing models
on two CQA datasets.

1

Introduction

Community question answering (CQA) has seen a
spectacular increase in popularity in recent years.
With the advent of sites like Stack Overflow1 and
Quora2 , more and more people can freely ask any
question and expect a variety of answers. With
the influx of new questions and the varied quality of provided answers, it is very time-consuming
for a user to inspect them all. Therefore, developing automated tools to identify good answers for a
question is of practical importance.
A typical example for CQA is shown in Table 1.
In this example, Answer 1 is a good answer, because it provides helpful information, e.g., “check
1
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it to the traffic dept”. Although Answer 2 is relevant to the question, it does not contain any useful
information so that it should be regarded as a bad
answer.
From this example, we can observe two characteristics of CQA that ordinary QA does not possess. First, a question includes both a subject that
gives a brief summary of the question and a body
that describes the question in detail. The questioners usually convey their main concern and key information in the question subject. Then, they provide more extensive details about the subject, seek
help, or express gratitude in the question body.
Second, the problem of redundancy and noise is
prevalent in CQA (Zhang et al., 2017). Both questions and answers contain auxiliary sentences that
do not provide meaningful information.
Previous researches (Tran et al., 2015; Joty
et al., 2016) usually treat each word equally in
the question and answer representation. However, due to the redundancy and noise problem,
only part of text from questions and answers is
useful to determine the answer quality. To make
things worse, they ignored the difference between
question subject and body, and simply concatenated them as the question representation. Due
to the subject-body relationship described above,
this simple concatenation can aggravate the redundancy problem in the question. In this paper,
we propose the Question Condensing Networks
(QCN) to address these problems.
In order to utilize the subject-body relationship
in community questions, we propose to treat the
question subject as the primary part of the question, and aggregate the question body information
based on similarity and disparity with the question subject. The similarity part corresponds to
the information that exists in both question subject and body, and the disparity part corresponds
to the additional information provided by the ques-

Question Subject
Question body

Answer1

Answer2

Checking the history of the car.
How can one check the history of the car like maintenance, accident or service
history. In every advertisement of the car, people used to write “Accident Free", but
in most cases, car have at least one or two accident, which is not easily detectable
through Car Inspection Company. Share your opinion in this regard.
Depends on the owner of the car.. if she/he reported the accident/s i believe u can
check it to the traffic dept.. but some owners are not doing that especially if its only
a small accident.. try ur luck and go to the traffic dept..
How about those who claim a low mileage by tampering with the car fuse box? In
my sense if you’re not able to detect traces of an accident then it is probably not
worth mentioning... For best results buy a new car :)

Table 1: An example question and its related answers in CQA. The text is shown in its original form,
which may contain errors in typing.
tion body. Both information can be important for
question representation. In our model, they are
processed separately and the results are combined
to form the final question representation.
In order to reduce the impact of redundancy
and noise in both questions and answers, we propose to align the question-answer pairs using the
multi-dimensional attention mechanism. Different from previous attention mechanisms that compute a scalar score for each token pair, multidimensional attention, first proposed in Shen et al.
(2018), computes one attention score for each dimension of the token embedding. Therefore, it can
select the features that can best describe the word’s
specific meaning in the given context. Therefore,
we can learn the interaction between questions and
answers more accurately.
The main contributions of our work can be summarized as follows:
• We propose to treat the question subject and
the question body separately in community
question answering. We treat the question
subject as the primary part of the question,
and aggregate the question body information
based on similarity and disparity with the
question subject.

performance on two SemEval CQA datasets,
outperforming all exisiting SOTA models by
a large margin, which demonstrates the effectiveness of our model.

2

Task Description

A community question answering consists of four
parts, which can be formally defined as a tuple of
four elements (S, B, C, y). S = [s1 , s2 , ..., sl ] denotes the subject of a question whose length is l,
where each si is a one-hot vector whose dimension equals the size of the vocabulary. Similarly,
B = [b1 , b2 , ..., bm ] denotes the body of a question whose length is m. C = [c1 , c2 , ..., cn ] denotes an answer corresponding to that question
whose length is n. y ∈ Y is the label representing the degree to which it can answer that question. Y = {Good, PotentiallyUseful, Bad} where
Good indicates the answer can answer that question well, PotentiallyUseful indicates the answer
is potentially useful to the user, and Bad indicates the answer is just bad or useless. Given
{S, B, C}, the task of CQA is to assign a label to
each answer based on the conditional probability
P r(y|S, B, C).

3

Proposed Model

• We introduce a new method that uses the
multi-dimensional attention mechanism to
align question-answer pair. With this attention mechanism, the interaction between
questions and answers can be learned more
accurately.

In this paper, we propose Question Condensing
Networks (QCN) which is composed of the following modules. The overall architecture of our
model is illustrated in Figure 1.

• Our proposed Question Condensing Networks (QCN) achieves the state-of-the-art

Word-level embeddings are composed of two
components: GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014)

3.1

Word-Level Embedding
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Figure 1: Architecture for Question Condensing Network (QCN). Each block represents a vector.
word vectors trained on the domain-specific unannotated corpus provided by the task 3 , and convolutional neural network-based character embeddings which are similar to (Kim et al., 2016). Web
text in CQA forums differs largely from normalized text in terms of spelling and grammar, so
specifically trained GloVe vectors can model word
interactions more precisely. Character embedding
has proven to be very useful for out-of-vocabulary
(OOV) words, so it is especially suitable for noisy
web text in CQA.
We concatenate these two embedding vectors
for every word to generate word-level embeddings
Semb ∈ Rd×l , Bemb ∈ Rd×m , Cemb ∈ Rd×n ,
where d is the word-level embedding size.

3.2

Question Condensing

In this section, we condense the question representation using subject-body relationship. In most
cases, the question subject can be seen as a summary containing key points of the question, the
question body is relatively lengthy in that it needs
to explain the key points and add more details
about the posted question. We propose to cheat the
question subject as the primary part of the question
representation, and aggregate question body information from two perspectives: similarity and disparity with the question subject. To achieve this
goal, we use an orthogonal decomposition strategy, which is first proposed by Wang et al. (2016),
to decompose each question body embedding into
a parallel component and an orthogonal compo-
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nent based on every question subject embedding:
bi,j
para =

bjemb · siemb i
s
siemb · siemb emb

j
i,j
bi,j
orth = bemb − bpara

(1)
(2)

All vectors in the above equations are of length d.
Next we describe the process of aggregating the
question body information based on the parallel
component in detail. The same process can be applied to the orthogonal component, so at the end
of the fusion gate we can obtain Sorth and Sorth
respectively.
The decomposed components are passed
through a fully connected layer to compute the
multi-dimensional attention weights. Here we use
the scaled tanh activation, which is similar to Shen
et al. (2018), to prevent large difference among
scores while it still has a range large enough for
output:

 
i,j
ai,j
(3)
para = c · tanh Wp1 bpara + bp1 /c
where Wp1 ∈ Rd×d and bp1 ∈ Rd are parameters to be learned, and c is a hyper-parameter to be
tuned.
The obtained word-level alignment tensor
Apara ∈ Rd×l×m is then normalized along the
third dimension to produce the attention weights
over the question body for each word in the question subject. The output of this attention mechanism is a weighted sum of the question body embeddings for each word in the question subject:


exp ai,j
para
i,j


(4)
wpara
=P
i,j
m
exp
a
para
j=1
siap =

m
X
j=1

i,j
wpara

bjemb

(5)

where
means point-wise product. This multidimensional attention mechanism has the advantage of selecting features of a word that can best
describe the word’s specific meaning in the given
context. In order to determine the importance between the original word in the question subject and
the aggregated information from the question body
with respect to this word, a fusion gate is utilized
to combine these two representations:

Fpara = σ (Wp2 Semb + Wp3 Sap + bp2 )
Spara = Fpara

Semb + (1 − Fpara )

Sap (7)

This module has two purposes. First, we try to
map each answer word from embedding space
Cemb ∈ Rd×n to the same interaction space
Crep ∈ R2d×n as the question. Second, similar to
Wang and Jiang (2017), a gate is utilized to control the importance of different answer words in
determining the question-answer relation:

tanh (Wc2 Cemb + bc2 )

(8)

where Wc1 , Wc2 ∈ Rd×2d and bc1 , bc2 ∈ R2d are
parameters to be learned.

(10)
(11)

(12)

where Wa1 , Wa2 ∈ R2d×2d and ba ∈ R2d are
parameters to be learned. To attenuate the effect
of incorrect attendance, input and output of this
attention mechanism are concatenated and fed to
the subsequent layer. Finally, we obtain the question and answer representation Satt ∈ R4d×l =
[Srep ; Sai ], Catt ∈ R4d×n = [Crep ; Cai ].
3.5

Interaction Summarization

As = Ws2 tanh (Ws1 Satt + bs1 ) + bs2

n
X
exp ais
Pn
ssum =
siatt
i)
exp
(a
s
i=1

Question Answer Alignment

We apply the multi-dimensional attention mechanism to the question and answer representation Srep and Crep to obtain word-level alignment tensor Aalign ∈ R2d×l×n . Similar to the
multi-dimensional attention mechanism described
above, we can compute attention weights and
weighted sum for both the question representation

(13)
(14)

i=1

where Ws1 , Ws2 ∈ R4d×4d and bs1 , bs2 ∈ R4d are
parameters to be learned. The same process can
be applied to Catt and obtain csum .
3.6

Prediction

In this component, ssum and csum are concatenated and fed into a two-layer feed-forward neural
network. At the end of the last layer, the sof tmax
function is applied to obtain the conditional probability distribution P r(y|S, B, C).

4
3.4

(9)

In this layer, the multi-dimensional self-attention
mechanism is employed to summarize two sequences of vectors (Satt and Catt ) into two fixedlength vectors ssum ∈ R4d and csum ∈ R4d .

Answer Preprocessing

Crep =σ (Wc1 Cemb + bc1 )

i
j
ãi,j
align = Wa1 srep + Wa2 crep + ba


i,j
ai,j
align = c · tanh ãalign /c


i,j
n
exp
a
X
align

 cjrep
siai =
Pn
i,j
j=1
j=1 exp aalign


l
exp ai,j
X
align

 sirep
cjai =
Pl
i,j
i=1
i=1 exp aalign

(6)

where Wp2 , Wp3 ∈ Rd×d , and bp2 ∈ Rd
are learnable parameters of the fusion gate, and
Fpara , Semb , Sap , Spara ∈ Rd×l . The final question representation Srep ∈ R2d×l is obtained by
concatenating Spara and Sorth along the first dimension.

3.3

and the answer representation :

Experimental Setup

4.1

Datasets

We use two community question answering
datasets from SemEval (Nakov et al., 2015, 2017)
to evaluate our model. The statistics of these
datasets are listed in Table 2. The corpora contain
data from the QatarLiving forum 4 , and are publicly available on the task website. Each dataset
4
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Statistics
Number of questions
Number of answers
Average length of subject
Average length of body
Average length of answer

SemEval 2015
Train
Dev
Test
2376
266
300
15013 1447 1793
6.36
6.08
6.24
39.26 39.47 39.53
35.82 33.90 37.33

SemEval 2017
Train
Dev
Test
5124
327
293
38638 3270 2930
6.38
6.16
5.76
43.01 47.98 54.06
37.67 37.30 39.50

Table 2: Statistics of two CQA datasets. We can see from the statistics that the question body is much
lengthier than the question subject. Thus, it is necessary to condense the question representation.
consists of questions and a list of answers for each
question, and each question consists of a short title and a more detailed description. There are also
some metadata associated with them, e.g., user ID,
date of posting, and the question category. We do
not use the metadata because they failed to boost
performance in our model. Since the SemEval
2017 dataset is an updated version of SemEval
2016 5 , and shares the same evaluation metrics
with SemEval 2016, we choose to use the SemEval
2017 dataset for evaluation.
4.2

Evaluation Metrics

In order to facilitate comparison, we adopt the
evaluation metrics used in the official task or prior
work. For the SemEval 2015 dataset, the official scores are macro-averaged F1 and accuracy
over three categories. However, many recent researches (Barrón-Cedeño et al., 2015; Joty et al.,
2015, 2016) switched to a binary classification setting, i.e., identifying Good vs. Bad answers. Because binary classification is much closer to a realworld CQA application. Besides, the PotentiallyUseful class is both the smallest and the noisiest
class, making it the hardest to predict. To make
it worse, its impact is magnified by the macroaveraged F1. Therefore, we adopt the F1 score
and accuracy on two categories for evaluation.
SemEval 2017 regards answer selection as a
ranking task, which is closer to the application scenario. As a result, mean average precision (MAP)
is used as an evaluation measure. For a perfect
ranking, a system has to place all Good answers
above the PotentiallyUseful and Bad answers. The
latter two are not actually distinguished and are
considered Bad in terms of evaluation. Addition-

ally, standard classification measures like accuracy
and F1 score are also reported.
4.3

Implementation Details

We use the tokenizer from NLTK (Bird, 2006)
to preprocess each sentence. All word embeddings in the sentence encoder layer are initialized with the 300-dimensional GloVe (Pennington
et al., 2014) word vectors trained on the domainspecific unannotated corpus, and embeddings for
out-of-vocabulary words are set to zero. We use
the Adam Optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) for
optimization with a first momentum coefficient of
0.9 and a second momentum coefficient of 0.999.
We perform a small grid search over combinations of initial learning rate [1 × 10−6 , 3 × 10−6 ,
1 × 10−5 ], L2 regularization parameter [1 × 10−7 ,
3 × 10−7 , 1 × 10−6 ], and batch size [8, 16, 32].
We take the best configuration based on performance on the development set, and only evaluate that configuration on the test set. In order to
mitigate the class imbalance problem, median frequency balancing Eigen and Fergus (2015) is used
to reweight each class in the cross-entropy loss.
Therefore, the rarer a class is in the training set, the
larger weight it will get in the cross entropy loss.
Early stopping is applied to mitigate the problem
of overfitting. For the SemEval 2017 dataset, the
conditional probability over the Good class is used
to rank all the candidate answers.

5

Experimental Results

In this section, we evaluate our QCN model on two
community question answering datasets from SemEval shared tasks.

5

The SemEval 2017 dataset provides all the data from
2016 for training , and fresh data for testing, but it does not
include a development set. Following previous work (Filice
et al., 2017), we use the 2016 official test set as the development set.

5.1

SemEval 2015 Results

Table 3 compares our model with the following
baselines:

Methods
(1) JAIST
(2) HITSZ-ICRC
(3) Graph-cut
(4) FCCRF
(5) BGMN
(6) CNN-LSTM-CRF
(7) QCN
Table 3:
dataset.

F1
78.96
76.52
80.55
81.50
77.23
82.22
83.91

Acc
79.10
76.11
79.80
80.50
78.40
82.24
85.65

Comparisons on the SemEval 2015

• JAIST (Tran et al., 2015): It used an SVM
classifier to incorporate various kinds of features , including topic model based features
and word vector representations.
• HITSZ-ICRC (Hou et al., 2015): It proposed ensemble learning and hierarchical
classification method to classify answers.
• Graph-cut (Joty et al., 2015): It modeled the
relationship between pairs of answers at any
distance in the same question thread, based
on the idea that similar answers should have
similar labels.
• FCCRF (Joty et al., 2016): It used locally
learned classifiers to predict the label for each
individual node, and applied fully connected
CRF to make global inference.
• CNN-LSTM-CRF (Xiang et al., 2016): The
question and its answers are linearly connected in a sequence and encoded by CNN.
An attention-based LSTM with a CRF layer
is then applied on the encoded sequence.
• BGMN (Wu et al., 2017b): It used the memory mechanism to iteratively aggregate more
relevant information which is useful to identify the relationship between questions and
answers.
Baselines include top systems from SemEval
2015 (1, 2), systems relying on thread level information to make global inference (3, 4), and neural network based systems (5, 6). We observe that
our proposed QCN can achieve the state-of-the-art
performance on this dataset, outperforming previous best model (6) by 1.7% in terms of F1 and
3.4% in terms of accuracy.

Methods
(1) KeLP
(2) Beihang-MSRA
(3) ECNU
(4) LSTM
(5) LSTM-subject-body
(6) QCN
Table 4:
dataset.

MAP
88.43
88.24
86.72
86.32
87.11
88.51

F1
69.87
68.40
77.67
74.41
74.50
78.11

Acc
73.89
51.98
78.43
75.69
77.28
80.71

Comparisons on the SemEval 2017

Notably, Systems (1, 2, 3, 4) have heavy feature
engineering, while QCN only uses automaticallylearned feature vectors, demonstrating that our
QCN model is concise as well as effective. Furthermore, our model can outperform systems relying on thread level information to make global inference (3, 4), showing that modeling interaction
between the question-answer pair is useful enough
for answer selection task. Finally, neural network
based systems (5, 6) used attention mechanism in
sentence representation but ignored the subjectbody relationship in community questions. QCN
can outperform them by a large margin, showing
that condensing question representation helps in
the answer selection task.
5.2

SemEval 2017 Results

Table 4 compares our model with the following
baselines:
• KeLP (Filice et al., 2017): It used syntactic tree kernels with relational links between questions and answers, together with
some standard text similarity measures linearly combined with the tree kernel.
• Beihang-MSRA (Feng et al., 2017): It used
gradient boosted regression trees to combine
traditional NLP features and neural networkbased matching features.
• ECNU (Wu et al., 2017a): It combined a supervised model using traditional features and
a convolutional neural network to represent
the question-answer pair.
• LSTM: It is a simple neural network based
baseline that we implemented. In this model,
the question subject and the question body
are concatenated, and an LSTM is used to obtain the question and answer representation.

• LSTM-subject-body: It is another neural
network based baseline that we implemented.
LSTM is applied on the question subject and
body respectively, and the results are concatenated to form question representation.
Baselines include top systems from the SemEval 2017 CQA task (1, 2, 3) and two neural network based baselines (4, 5) that we implemented.
(5) can outperform (4), showing that treating question subject and body differently can indeed boot
model performance. Comparing (6) with (5), we
can draw the conclusion that orthogonal decomposition is more effective than simple concatenation, because it can flexibly aggregate related information from the question body with respect to
the main subject. In the example listed in Table 1,
attention heatmap of Aorth indicates that QCN can
effectively find additional information like “maintenance, accident or service history”, while (5)
fails to do so.
QCN has a great advantage in terms of accuracy. We hypothesize that QCN focuses on modeling interaction between questions and answers,
i.e., whether an answer can match the corresponding question. Many pieces of previous work focus on modeling relationship between answers in
a question thread, i.e., which answer is more suitable in consideration of all other answers. As a
consequence, their models have a greater advantage in ranking while QCN has a greater advantage in classification. Despite all this, QCN can
still obtain better ranking performance.
5.3

Ablation Study

For thorough comparison, besides the preceding
models, we implement nine extra baselines on the
SemEval 2017 dataset to analyze the improvements contributed by each part of our QCN model:
• w/o task-specific word embeddings where
word embeddings are initialized with the
300-dimensional GloVe word vectors trained
on Wikipedia 2014 and Gigaword 5.
• w/o character embeddings where wordlevel embeddings are only composed of 600dimensional GloVe word vectors trained on
the domain-specific unannotated corpus.
• subject-body alignment where we use the
same attention mechanism as Question Answer Alignment to obtain weighted sum of

Model
(1) w/o task-specific word embeddings
(2) w/o character embeddings
(3) subject-body alignment
(4) subject-body concatenation
(5) w/o multi-dimensional attention
(6) subject only
(7) body only
(8) similarity only
(9) disparity only
(10) QCN

Acc
78.81
78.05
77.38
76.06
78.33
74.02
75.57
79.11
78.24
80.71

Table 5: Ablation studies on the SemEval 2017
dataset.
the question body for each question subject
word, and then the result is concatenated with
Semb to obtain question representation Srep .
• subject-body concatenation where we concatenate question subject and body text, and
use the preprocessing step described in section 3.3 to obtain Srep .
• w/o multi-dimensional attention where the
multi-dimensional attention mechanism is replaced by vanilla attention in all modules,
i.e., attention score for each token pair is a
scalar instead of a vector.
• subject only where only question subject is
used as question representation.
• body only where only question body is used
as question representation.
• similarity only where the parallel component
alone is used in subject-body interaction.
• disparity only where the orthogonal component alone is used in subject-body interaction.
The results are listed in Table 5. We can see that
using task-specific embeddings and character embeddings both contribute to model performance.
This is because CQA text is non-standard. There
are quantities of informal language usage, such
as abbreviations, typos, emoticons, and grammatical mistakes. Using task-specific embeddings and
character embeddings can help to attenuate the
OOV problem.
Using orthogonal decomposition (10) instead of
subject-body alignment (3) can bring about significant performance gain. This is because not only
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Figure 2: Attention probabilities in Apara , Aorth and Aalign . In order to visualize the multi-dimensional
attention vector, we use the L2 norm of the attenion vector for representation.
the similar part of the question body to the question subject is useful for the question representation, the disparity part can also provide additional
information. In the example listed in Table 1, additional information like “maintenance, accident
or service history” is also important to determine
answer quality.
QCN outperforms (4) by a great margin,
demonstrating that subject-body relationship in
community questions helps to condense question
representation. Therefore, QCN can identify the
meaningful part of the question representation that
helps to determine answer quality.
Using the multi-dimensional attention can further boost model performance, showing that the
multi-dimensional attention can model the interaction between questions and answers more precisely.
Comparing QCN with (6) and (7), we can conclude that both the subject and the body are indispensable for question representation. (8) outperforms (9), demonstrating the parallel component
is more useful in subject-body interaction.

6

Qualitative Study

To gain a closer view of what dependencies are
captured in the subject-body pair and the questionanswer pair, we visualize the attention probabilities Apara , Aorth and Aalign by heatmap. A training example from SemEval 2015 is selected for
illustration.
In Figure 2, we can draw the following conclusions. First, orthogonal decomposition helps
to divide the labor of identifying similar parts in
the parallel component and collecting related information in the question body in the orthogonal
component. For instance, for the word “Kuala” in

the question subject, its parallel alignment score
focuses more on “Doha” and “Travel”, while its
orthogonal alignment score focuses on “arrange”
and “package”, which is the purpose of the travel
and therefore is also indispensable for sentence
representation. Second, semantically important
words such as “airline” and “fares” dominate the
attention weights, showing that our QCN model
can effectively select words that are most representative for the meaning of the whole sentence.
Lastly, words that are useful to determine answer
quality stand out in the question-answer interaction matrix, demonstrating that question-answer
relationship can be well modeled. For example,
“best” and “low” are the words that are more important in the question-answer relationship, they
are emphasized in the question-answer alignment
matrix.

7

Related Work

One main task in community question answering
is answer selection, i.e., to rate the answers according to their quality. The SemEval CQA tasks
(Nakov et al., 2015, 2016, 2017) provide universal benchmark datasets for evaluating researches
on this problem.
Earlier work of answer selection in CQA relied
heavily on feature engineering, linguistic tools,
and external resource. Nakov et al. (2016) investigated a wide range of feature types including similarity features, content features, thread level/meta
features, and automatically generated features for
SemEval CQA models. Tran et al. (2015) studied
the use of topic model based features and word
vector representation based features in the answer
re-ranking task. Filice et al. (2016) designed various heuristic features and thread-based features

that can signal a good answer. Although achieving good performance, these methods rely heavily on feature engineering, which requires a large
amount of manual work and domain expertise.
Since answer selection is inherently a ranking
task, a few recent researches proposed to use local
features to make global ranking decision. BarrónCedeño et al. (2015) was the first work that applies structured prediction model on CQA answer
selection task. Joty et al. (2016) approached the
task with a global inference process to exploit the
information of all answers in the question-thread
in the form of a fully connected graph.
To avoid feature engineering, many deep learning models have been proposed for answer selection. Among them, Zhang et al. (2017) proposed
a novel interactive attention mechanism to address
the problem of noise and redundancy prevalent in
CQA. Tay et al. (2017) introduced temporal gates
for sequence pairs so that questions and answers
are aware of what each other is remembering or
forgetting. Simple as their model are, they did not
consider the relationship between question subject
and body, which is useful for question condensing.
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Conclusion and Future Work

We propose Question Condensing Networks
(QCN), an attention-based model that can utilize
the subject-body relationship in community questions to condense question representation. By orthogonal decomposition, the labor of identifying
similar parts and collecting related information in
the question body can be well divided in two different alignment matrices. To better capture the
interaction between the subject-body pair and the
question-answer pair, the multi-dimensional attention mechanism is adopted. Empirical results on
two community question answering datasets in SemEval demonstrate the effectiveness of our model.
In future work, we will try to incorporate more
hand-crafted features in our model. Furthermore,
since thread-level features have been explored in
previous work (Barrón-Cedeño et al., 2015; Joty
et al., 2015, 2016), we will verify their effectiveness in our architecture.
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